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Abstract

Quantization methods classically provide a discrete representation of a con-
tinuous set. This type of representation is relevant when the objective is the
visualisation of weighted prototype elements representative of a continuous phe-
nomenon. Nevertheless, more complex descriptions may be investigated. In this
sense, mixture models identify subpopulations in a sample, arising from different
distributions. The Gaussian mixture model is particularly popular and relies
on the Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm [1] for maximum likelihood
estimation. The computation of the likelihood limits the type of distributions
in the mixture; more specifically, for the Dirac distributions and even uniform
components despite their high interest in practice for processing computer ex-
periments. Their visualization is convenient and can lead to a sensitivity anal-
ysis where variables with largest marginals are least sensitive and vice versa, as
shown by our application to a flooding real case in [2].

The objective of our study is to build a very general method to provide a mixture
model that approximates a sample (xi)

n
i=1 ∈ Xn ⊂ Rn from a random variable

X. The representatives of the sample are the calculated components of the mix-
ture, chosen in a parameterized family of laws denoted R. We investigate, for a
given number of representatives ℓ ∈ N, the mixture X̃ℓ = R(J) approximatingX.
The representatives (R(j))ℓj=1 and the discrete random variable J ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}
need to be optimised.

To overcome the restrictions related to likelihood-based methods, the approach
is based on a classical quantization formulation similar to K-means [3]. Its
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objective is to find Γ = (γ1, . . . , γℓ) ∈ X ℓ minimizing the quantization error

ϵp(Γ) =

(
1

N

N∑
i=1

∥x(i) − argmin
γ∈Γ

∥x(i) − γ∥∥p
) 1

p

=

 ℓ∑
j=1

Nj

N
Ŵp(X | X ∈ CΓ

j , δγj
)p

 1
p

,

with CΓ
j = {x, j = argmin

i∈{1,...,ℓ}
∥x− γi∥}, Nj = card(CΓ

j ) and Ŵp(X | X ∈ CΓ
j , δγj

)

the empirical p-Wasserstein distance between X | X ∈ CΓ
j and the Dirac distri-

bution at γj . In the K-means approach, we have p = 2.

This formulation paves the way to an augmented quantization, as the p-Wasserstein
distance can be computed between various types of distributions, which allows
to investigate {R(1), . . . , R(ℓ)} ∈ Rℓ minimizing the quantization error

ϵp(Γ) =

 ℓ∑
j=1

card(Cj)

N
Ŵp(X | X ∈ Cj , R

(j))p

 1
p

.

The link between the clusters (Cj)
ℓ
j=1 and the representatives (R(j))ℓj=1 is a

key question. Starting from an initial set of representatives, our method is bro-
ken down into the following steps, where each step is justified by reductions
in the above, Wasserstein-based, quantization error. The representatives are
associated to distinct subgroups (clusters). These clusters are perturbated by
identifying elements to move from clusters to others. New representatives are as-
sociated to these perturbated clusters. The steps are repeated until convergence.
The algorithm is first tested on synthetic points in 2D, illustrating the proof of
concept with uniform components. Then an application to the characterization
of the sea and weather conditions leading to severe floodings is performed. The
marginals of the uniform distributions are interpreted as sensitivities.
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